A Meter Offset is used to connect a conduit to a meter box. It is needed to move the path of the conduit away from a wall into the holes in a box or meter box.

- For use with Schedule 40 & 80 applications
- One female threaded end and one solvent weld bell end
- NEMA TC-3 Compliant
- Made in USA

**SINGLE SOURCE FOR PVC ELECTRICAL**

CANTEX offers an all-inclusive line of Schedule 40 & Schedule 80 PVC electrical fittings and accessories. With several decades of experience manufacturing PVC fittings and accessories, you can trust CANTEX to provide quality products.

All of our PVC fittings are easy-to-install and offer non-conductivity, high impact, tensile strength, industry certifications, and resistance to a wide range of chemicals, acids, and salt. Our schedule 40 & 80 fittings and accessories connect seamlessly with other standard schedule 40 & 80 products making it easy to convert entire electrical infrastructures to PVC. See our full line of PVC electrical products at www.cantexinc.com.